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 “FORMED provides Catholics of all ages access to 

excellent Catholic resources. In a parish, school, 

or home setting, utilizing the best in current 

technology, FORMED becomes a powerful 

evangelization tool for the modern world.”

BISHOP GERARD BERGIE, ONTARIO, CANADA



Everyone loves a good movie.

BAKHITA

 “Bakhita has inspired me to be more loving, understanding, and 
forgiving. Even my teenage daughter enjoyed the movie. You will not be 
disappointed with this movie.”
MELANIE RABISHAW

BROTHER FRANCIS: HE IS RISEN

 “I absolutely love showing this to my student participants and their 
parents as they prepare for Holy Week! Everyone learns from the great 
content and compelling storytelling in Brother Francis.”
LISA SALAS

COSMIC ORIGINS

 “This left me in awe. The world is so full of wonder, and there is still so 
much to be discovered. I finally understand the idea of string theory too!”
PAUL JACKSON

THE FACE OF MERCY

 “This documentary was so 
wonderful to watch! You get to see 
testimonies of how Divine Mercy 
has changed people’s lives. They 
did a great job explaining the 
image and intertwining people’s 
stories. I highly recommend this 
documentary to everyone 
and anyone.”
AMBROSIA WILLOUGHBY

HOW TO TALK ABOUT MARRIAGE 
AND SAME-SEX UNIONS

 “This presentation was clear and 
provided a non-judgmental look at 
the definition of marriage and how 
to avoid pitfalls when having a conversation about the Catholic Church’s 
view on the Sacrament of Marriage with those who have an opposing 
view. It should be viewed by anyone who is interested in looking at the 
sacramental aspect of what marriage is.”
STACEY FORD

IN HER FOOTSTEPS

 “I really enjoyed learning about St. Kateri. The ending had me in tears 
of awe.”
MORGAN GUION

LIFE FOR LIFE

 “You will fall in love with St. Maximilian Kolbe—and you will fall in love 
with the Blessed Mother even more—after watching this. He truly lived a 
Marian life . . . moving, touching, thoroughly Catholic.”
MICHELE CRAIG

LOURDES: A STORY OF FAITH, SCIENCE, AND MIRACLES

 “Thank you for a wonderful movie—Great acting; great music!”
GEORGE ALEXA

MOTHER TERESA

 “This movie has changed my life forever for the better. I strongly 
recommend it . . . not a low budget film! Great acting, great story line, two 
thumbs way up.”
ADAM FEISTHAMEL

NO GREATER LOVE

 “This helped me discern my vocation, and helped me realize how 
important and beautiful religious life is!”
DANIA JAIMES

SAINT PETER

 “Omar Sharif ’s performance as St. Peter is perfect! I have watched this 
movie numerous times. This is the most believable performance of 

anyone ever. I look forward to 
watching it again!”
JEAN PLAISANCE

PADRE PIO: MIRACLE MAN

 “Watching this film, I had tears in my 
eyes many times. I have read some 
of his books, but the film made 
them come alive.”
DANIEL KAVANAUGH

SHROUD

 “A stunning, compelling story of 
the burial cloth that, based on the 
evidence presented, could be 

nothing but that of our Lord Jesus Christ. The computer graphics help 
the imagination and show how the image fits the scientific explanations. I 
have watched this film again and again. It is simply stunning!”
KENT PURDY

POWERS AND DOMINIONS

 “Beautiful imagery and music while discussing creation—visible and 
invisible. Well worth your time . . . an hour well spent.”
MICAH PASQUARELL

THE STORY OF SAINT PERPETUA

 “Our 3-year-old asked to watch it again right away. My wife and I had not 
actually known the story of Perpetua and company. It was very inspiring 
and powerful for us to watch.”
LESTER GERMAN

 “This is why I am growing to love this 

website and the resources it provides . . . 

This probably has the power to lead people 

to the Franciscan order!”

ADAM TEBBE, ON FINDING ST. ANTHONY



Listeners and Readers love FORMED too!

ABBA OR ALLAH

 “The difference between the master/slave and Father/Son relationship is 
made clear, as is the goal and tactics of Islam. Highly recommended and 
very eye opening. Thank you!”
CHARLES WOJACZYK

BROTHER FRANCIS

 “This program truly makes the life of St. Francis come alive. The voice 
actors and story writing are so gripping that it makes you feel like you 
are the one experiencing St. Francis’s spiritual journey. Definitely worth  
the time to step into St. Francis’s life and listen to this exceptional radio 
theatre experience.”
DYLAN DRUGAN

FOR LOVE AND MARRIAGE

 “This was just the encouragement I needed in my marriage.”
EMILY COSTAMAGNA

THE FOURTH CUP

 “My resolve to make it to daily Mass 
has just more than doubled. I’ve 
longed for something to make me 
see that Christ is present in the 
Eucharist!”
GUY DENNIS

NO TURNING BACK

 “I could listen to Fr. Calloway all day, 
especially the way he explained 
Mary as the bride of God and the 
Mother of Jesus.”
IMAGENE BERGKAMP

RELIGIONLESS SPIRITUALITY

 “Dr. Gray is easy to listen to and has an amazing presentation on why 
we do not want to discard the Church! I will listen again and again to 
learn more!”
MARY RUTH KELLY

THREE DAYS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD

 “Super audio depiction, as if I was there during the trial, condemnation, 
suffering, and death which Christ underwent for our sake and salvation. 
Very well done.”
LESLIE D’SOUZA

WHY A PROTESTANT PASTOR BECAME CATHOLIC

 “Dr. Hahn’s conversion story is so moving, and so incredible. He went 
deeply into why he converted, and made me start thinking about why I 
remain Catholic. Very great.”
JOE ROBERTS

ANGELS (AND DEMONS)

 “This was exactly what I needed when I needed it. As always, Dr. Kreeft 
explains complex theological issues in an understandable way without 
oversimplifying the topic. Dr. Kreeft is my favorite theological writer 
because I always gain clarity on issues gnawing at me.”
LEAH RHODES

CROSSING THE TIBER

 “The best book to give to friends and family who have left the 
Catholic Faith!”
PETER DCRUZ

SOMETHING OTHER THAN GOD

 “This is the first book I’ve been unable to put down in quite some time. 
I ended up devouring it in two days (I had to force myself to sleep). The 
story in itself was extremely powerful; it was also extremely well-written. 
Furthermore, it gave me answers to questions I’d been struggling with for 
awhile. I cannot recommend it enough! ”
CAROLINA CURRAS

ELIJAH IN JERUSALEM

 “I was so glad when I found this book 
out and available! It is so consoling to 
see the hero of a story finally being 
a faithful Catholic with a complete 
trust in God and have every action 
informed and led by prayer. It is an 
intriguing story on its own, but as a 
Catholic I felt a connection at a much 
deeper level, and can only hope for 
more engaging faithful writing such 
as this.”
KEVIN DEBRUYN

MISSION OF THE MESSIAH

 “The Mission of the Messiah explains Jesus’ words and actions during his 
ministry in light of the prophecies of the Old Testament. It is easy to read 
and leaves the reader with the spirit of hope.”
LISA McCARTHY

ROME SWEET HOME

 “Our parish handed out this book at Christmas. What a wonderful 
conversion story!”
THOMAS BENDER

SAINT HELENA AND THE TRUE CROSS

 “My ten-year-old loves this whole series. It’s remarkable what he’s learning 
in them.”
ASHLE BESSARD

 “Fr. Larry has blown oxygen on my 

smoldering soul to enflame my desire to go 

to the best confession of my life.”

JUDITH RIORDAN, ON CONFESSION



1-800-777-7502 | colleen@formed.org

Compelling video based studies 
for all of your parish needs.

33 DAYS TO MORNING GLORY

 “I used this program as my own personal retreat this last Advent. I have 
always had a devotion to our Blessed Mother, but Fr. Gaitley’s program 
gave me a whole new way of knowing Mary and praying to her—actually 
praying through her. I challenge everyone that reads this to experience 
this program.”
MARY TAKACS

THE BIBLE AND THE VIRGIN MARY

 “We used this program for our Saturday morning men’s Bible Study. We 
have cradle Catholics and converts in the group. We were all pleased 
with the production, it was very professionally done, and the presenters 
knew their stuff. We were amazed 
at the information hidden in the 
Biblical readings instructing us about 
Mary. Personally it has increased my 
devotion to the Blessed Mother and 
she has encouraged me to 
draw closer to her Son. We looked 
forward to the presentation each 
week. The presentation of a specific 
Marian Apparition each session was 
also inspiring.”
TOM FOSTER

LECTIO: EUCHARIST

 “This study is amazing! As a recent 
convert to the Catholic Faith, I am 
blown away by the depth with which 
Dr. Pitre teaches this study! I am 
so grateful that this study and many others are available to us through 
FORMED and our parishes! I am so excited to share with others what I 
have learned!”
JOSEPH DANTONA

LECTIO: PETER

 “As an adult ed coordinator, this study brought a tear to my administrative 
eye! The content in these videos are normally accessible only in $75 
classes. Sometimes people just want to know without the pressure of a 
course to keep up with, and that is exactly what this series allows.”
LAURENCE GOLDKAMP

LECTIO: PRAYER

 “I recommend that everyone watch this in order to learn how to pray with 
the Bible. That is a critical element necessary to everyone’s prayer life that 
most people do not do.”
MARTIN LAIRD

REBORN

 “The joy of the presenters is palpable. The sacred images and music score 
delight the physical senses, while you’re wrapping your head around the 
significance of water and the baptism ritual.”
SUSAN STEVENS

THE WILD GOOSE

 “The Wild Goose is the most powerful 
presentation on the Holy Spirit that I 
have ever experienced. I have prayed 
this series at least 20 times. It can 
radically change your life if you open 
yourself to where you are being led 
by God.”
PRISCILLA SCHAD

SYMBOLON

 “I have been a Catholic all my life, 
but was not really reading the Bible 
regularly. I watched this program 
as part of a Bible Study group 
assignment, and finally realized that 
the greatest and most important 
book to learn in our lives is the Bible. 

I am so blessed that God opened my heart and mind, and gave me the 
opportunity to start reading His scriptures. I have been setting aside time 
in the morning when I wake up to read the daily Mass readings. In doing so, 
I reflect on God’s words and it helps me develop a better understanding of 
how to live according to HIS ways and not mine.”
LOIDA TANCHICO

 “Because of this series and several other 

videos and programs available through 

FORMED, my knowledge of the Catholic 

Faith has increased significantly!”

ROD ADAMS, ON DIVINE MERCY IN THE SECOND 
GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD
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